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The Rhode Island School of Design as an arts-cultivating institution endeavors
to provide abundant resources to mentally and physically support students.
Even though the campus provides various mental health resources, the
expression of depression, eating disorder and suicide from students has never
diminished. RISD students work under high-stress conditions caused by their
assignments, expectations from others and themselves, and the environment
surrounding them.
Studios and work areas become spaces associated with stress and negative
atmosphere. The materials, ceiling, floor and even the breathing air hint at this
gray emotion. If a space where art students spend the majority of their time is
associated with negative thoughts, how can this atmosphere be transformed
and generate a sense of peace?

ABSTRACT
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Restrooms often become unexpected rooms of mental and physical rest
for students. A restroom is a space without judgment, scattered conveniently
throughout every campus. Moreover, they allow students to escape their
stressed environment wherever and whenever they need.
This thesis proposes a series of resting areas which function as a form of
acupuncher throughout campus, poking strategically to provide relief and heal
the RISD community. From being in the studio to entering these resting rooms,
this special process is expressed with the fully consideration of materiality,
lighting, and the postures people use to occupy these spaces to create the
experience for students to transit from the feeling of pressure to the feeling of
rest.
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IMAGE
(Noun)

1.

An idea, esp. a mental picture, of what something or someone is like

2.

Someone’s image is the idea that other people have of that person

3.

An image is also a description of something or someone

REST
(Verb)
14

1.

Cease work or movement in order to relax sleep, or recover strength

1.1

Allow to be inactive in order to regain strength or health

2.

Be placed or supported so as to stay in a specified position

(Noun)

1.

An instance or period of resting

1.1

A motionless state

2.

An object that is used to support something

STRESS
(Noun)

1.

Worry caused by a difficult situation, or something that causes this condition

2.

A force that tends to change the shape or strength of an object
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PRECEDENTS

Orgone Box

Designer: Wilhelm Reich
Project year: Twentieth century
Size: 48”x23”x30”
Materials: Wood and metal

Orgone is an esoteric energy named by Wilhelm
Reich. Wilhelm Reich believed that orgone
energy was responsible for concentration and
organization of matter which will be blocked
by the traumatic experience. While this natural
electrical flow of life energy is blocked, human’s
body starts to show physical and emotional
disease.
The orgone box was worked as a capacitor to
collect and store energy from the surrounding.
The boxes were a telephone-booth-size device that

he believed can also reduce the cause from the
blockages of orgone power. The material of the
orgone boxes were alternating layers of wood and
metal. The organic layer is used to attract energy
and the metal then radiated energy toward the
center of the box.
The creation of Orgone box represents belief
that emotion can be influenced/collected by
a space. The controlling of materials, size of a
space and the posture inside a space play control
elements of this design.

Orgone is an esoteric energy named by
Wilhelm Reich. Wilhelm Reich believed
that orgone energy was responsible
for concentration and organization of
matter which will be blocked by the
traumatic experience. While this natural
electrical flow of life energy is blocked,
human’s body starts to show physical and
emotional disease.
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Diagram shows the effect of orgon box
(Diagram from The Wall Street Journal)

The structure of orgone box is made from
layers of materials
(Photo from Dangerous Mind)

The funnel and orgone charger are used to enhance the collecting of orgone power
(Photo from New York Times)

Kurt Cobain in orgone box
(Photo from Dangerous Mind)

The structure of orgone box is made from
layers of materials
(Photo from Dangerous Mind)

The orgone box was worked as a capacitor
to collect and store energy from the
surrounding. The boxes were a telephonebooth-size device that believed can also
reduce the cause from the blockages of
orgone power. The material of the orgone
boxes were alternating layers of wood and
metal. The organic layer is used to attract
energy and the metal then radiated energy
toward the center of the box.
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Lovell House
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Richard Neutra is one of the pioneer architect
who believed architecture can affect people’s
mental status. He was a friend of Sigma Freud who
proposed the theory of psychoanalysis, and Neutra
applied this psychological theory to construct
multiple residence. Lovell house is an example of
his “mental architecture.”
Richard Neutra built Lovell house for Philip
Lovell and his family on 1929 to reveal his
belief that physical space can affect inhabitants’
psychical status.
The house consists of a series of overlapping
planes and clings to the side of a steep cliff.
This suspended structure is not only to obtain
a horizontal opened-view, but also created an
unbounded environment. The volume of the

Designer: Richard Neutra
Location: California, US
Project year: 1929

house is disconnected from the street, which is
bridged by a concrete walkway that brings the
inhabitant into the upper level of the house. The
upper level is the living quarters and issues down
a large staircase encased in glass that leads into the
living room and to the pool outside.
Three main architectural strategies were used to
affect the psychical energy of the building. Neutra
introduced various therapeutic services into the
architecture which included open-air fitness
suite, room for sunbathing and sleeping and
an outdoor pool. The activities in the villa were
bonded with the context, so as the sense of human
consciousness. The windows were made entirely
out of glass which create transparent threshold
between interior and exterior.
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Exterior view of the
building

Sketch of Lovell
House

Left top: View of the swimming pool
Bottom: Richard Neutra sitting next the the pool

(Photos from Archdaily)

(Photos from Archdaily)

(Photo from Failed Architecture)

Right top: A giant glass is used as the connection between
exterior and interior
Bottom: Richard Neutra standing in the living room

Light Reign

Light Reign is a permanent addition of Henry Art
Gallery created by James Turrell in 2003. Light
Reign is an experiential space. As one walk into
the space, she/he would immediately be attracted
by the elliptical open at the ceiling. This opening
at the top allows natural light to enter this oval
building. Turrell had removed any cues of depth,
so the visitors see no shadows, no textures and no
corners or edges. By removing those factors, people
would purely experience the space by their own

Designer: James Turrell
Location: Henry Art Gallery, Seattle, USA
Year: July, 2003

interpretation. People are encouraging to stop in
multiple times and meditate in the space.
The construction of the Light Reign is deviated
from Henry Art Gallery. The exterior of the
structure is made from computer controlled LED
fixtures embedded in its glass panels which allows
the facade shifts into varying colors. Light Reign is
not only an architecture but also the combination
of art, sculpture and atmosphere which lead the
visitors into another space.
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The facade is controled by LED
fixtures
(Photo from Henry Art Gallery)

Top Two: The interior view of Light Reign. The
skylight changes with both artificial lights and sun
light
(Photo by K Stephen Griffith)

Bottom: The interior sitting area of
Light Reign
(Photo by K Stephen Griffith)

Timber Shelter

Timber shelter is a series project created by
Invisible Studio. One of the project is this public
toilet which is a practicing work. Exterior wall and
door of this toilet create different effects for the
shelter. The exterior wall is made from unseasoned
timber and this makes the shelter perfectly merged
into the surrounding environment. Moreover, the
material of building’s door is made from vibrant
red polycarbonate sheeting and this generates a

Architects: Invisible Studio
Location: near Bath, England
Size: Two square metre
Materials: fibre-cement tiles and vibrant red polycarbonate sheeting

contradicted influence which attract people to
notice this toilet.
This zero-cost project not only creates a unique
atmosphere merged into surrounding but also
successfully applied the recycling concept by using
donated and surrounding materials. The idea of
using the materiality to create a boundary between
exterior and interior spaces is an inspiration and
lead to the study of Peter Zumthor’s projects.
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Design sketch from Invisible Studio
(Photo from Invisible Studio)

The red polycarbonate sheet makes a vibrate attration of the
building and generate a contradiction of surrounding
(Photo from Invisible Studio)

Top and Bottom left: The toilet merges into the
environment
Bottom right: The interior view of the building
(Photos from Invisible Studio)

Art Museum Bregenz

“The art museum stands in the light of Lake
Constance. It is made of glass and steel and a cast
concrete stone mass which endows the interior of
the building with texture and spatial composition.
From the outside, the building looks like a lamp.
It absorbs the changing light of the sky, the haze
of the lake, it reflects light and color and gives an
intimation of its inner life according to the angle
of vision, the daylight and the weather.” - Peter
Zumthor
This minimalist design stands as a light box
which filters light across the facade. The translucent

Architects: Peter Zumthor
Location: Bregenz, Austria
Materials: frosted glass, steel, cast concrete

material glows as it is illuminated by the sunlight
and the interior lighting. The created atmosphere
generates different scenario of the gallery spaces
and the relationship with the exterior.
The basic materials of the interior give the
gallery spaces a stark, cold feeling that works to
accommodate the art working in the space. When
the light enters through the plenum, the polished
concrete seems to dematerialize and wash away
allowing for the closed off galleries to become
flooded with light.
27
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Natural light filter through the frosted facade

Frosted facade of the Art Museum

(Photo from MIMOA)

(Photo from Archidaily)

Top: Gallery space
Bottom: Exterior view of the musevum
(Top: picture from John Madden
Bottom: picture from Architecture for non majors)
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Orgone Box

Lovell House

Light

Reign

Timber Shelter

Art Museum Bregenz

From Wilhelm Reich’s Orgone Box to Peter
Zunthor’s Art Museum Bregenz, the study of
precedents grows from the development of spatial
relationships to experience of materiality. Orgone
box and Lovell house reveal the belief of architects
that by manipulating forms, interior and exterior
spaces, people can be healed through architecture.
However, Light Reign, Timber Shelter and Art
Museum Bregenz, the architects are trying to
create a healing atmosphere with experiment of
materiality.

SITE ANALYSIS
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To decide the best locations for resting rooms,
a series investigation of RISD campus has been
drawn into multiple diagrams. This researches
include commuting path, distance between health
services and buildings, parking and unused area,
color of building and surrounding, and zoning. By
overlaying these diagrams into one, specific RISD
buildings are selected based on the approachability
for all the RISD students, also the influence of
surrounding environment to the resting areas.
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COMMUTING PATH BETWEEN STUDIOS AND IMPORTANT RISD BUILDINGS
Main Studio

Main Student
Buildings

Commuting Traffic

DISTANCE BETWEEN RISD HEALTH FACILITIES AND BUILDINGS
Health Service
(Including cafe and dinning)
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PARKING AND UNUSED AREA AROUND RISD BUILDINGS

COLOR OF RISD BUILDING AND SURROUNDING
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Overlaying the analysis diagrams into one
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Chase Center and Memorial
Hall

ion Building
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Sixth floor of Fletcher Building

SITE AND EGRESSES OF RISD BUILDINGS

Basement of Bayard
Ewing Building

SITE MAP

Alley between Design Center and
Illustration Building

Landing of the staircase between Chase
Center and Memorial Hall
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Sixth floor of Fletcher building

Basement of Bayard Ewing Building
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DESIGN PROPOSAL

I want to start my design analysis by inviting you to image
the following scenario with me:
Imaging you are in the couple weeks before a long
school break. This is the most stressful month, and
you are an amazing student who always does your
best. The final examination, studio project and
presentation, there are tons of works you need to
finish in the following days. Everything is chasing
behind you, deadline, group meetings and even
your mom’s call. You burnout. Even the printing
machine is not working. There is a bomb inside
your stomach and it is going to explode in any
second. You don’t want your friends to see the
pressure you feel and your fragility, because you
are an optimist and most important of all, you are
not a crying person.
How are you going to deal with this?
How are you going to get rid of your negative thoughts?
Where is the first place into your mind that you know you
can be yourself instead of holding this stress mask?
This is what my design is all about.
A space to help people escape their pressure in a moment,
and bring peace into their mind.
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“When I think about architecture, an image comes into my
mind. Many of these images are connected with my training
and work as an architect. … Some of the other images have to
do with my childhood. There was a time when I experienced
architecture without thinking about it. Sometimes I can
almost feel a particular door handle in my hand, a piece of
metal shaped like the back of a spoon.
I used to take hold of it when I went into my aunt’s garden.
That door handle still seems to me like a special sign of entry
into a world of different moods and smells. I remember the
sound of the gravel under my feet, the soft gleam of the waxed
oak staircase, I can hear the heavy front door closing behind
me as I walk along the dark corridor and enter the kitchen,
the only really brightly lit room in the house….
Everything about this kitchen was typical of a traditional
kitchen. There was nothing special about it. But perhaps it
was just the fact that it was so very much, so very naturally, a
kitchen that has imprinted its memory indelibly on my mind.
The atmosphere of this room is insolubly linked with my ideal
of a kitchen.”
—Peter Zumthor, Thinking Architecture
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If RISD is the origin of stress, then this resting room is a space leading students out from RISD.

Freshman
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Sophomore

Senior

The studio environment provides constant spatial
stimulations, the furniture layout, the brightness of the
space, the smell of this environment, the texture of students’
seats and even the people in the space. These elements
define the atmosphere of a studio, and create a rigid image
of this space. Students become too familiar with these
elements and this space, so they end up ignore these spatial
stimulations. The only remained picture of their studio is
the stressful emotion they generate while they are in the
space.
I start to notice restroom is a space students use to
escapes from their stress. This enclosed room with four
sides walls is a place students don’t need an appropriated
excuse to stay. When people enter this space, the sensation
of time is eliminated, and no one will care about what other
people does inside. This space generates an unexpected
image for people to rest. A space blocks RISD out, but
people staying in is still in RISD.
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Hint

Path

Resting
esssti
tiing
ng
room

To break through the ignorance of spatial
stimulation, I divide the process of entering
and resting in the area into three steps. Hint
of the room, path of accessing this space and
the resting rooms. This analysis is goal to
inform people they are transiting from RISD
into another space, and to raise people’s spatial
awareness.
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Third floor of Design Center and third floor of Illustration
building

Basement level of BEB building

611
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To create a space which physically and
mentally influence RISD students, I look for
the sites have existing buffer zones. These areas
are originally built with transitional zones and
have potential to become the starting point of
resting rooms.
Painting studio in the first floor of Memorial Hall

Sixth floor of Fletcher building

Human Dimensions

Walking

Catwalk

100”

22”

Supine

Sitting

75”

Crawling

Reclining

36”

78”
36”

39”

40”
22”

73”

76”

75”

48”
10-15

39”
12”

24”

30”
40”

42”

76”

People occupy a space with multiple postures.
Each posture requires different spatial
requirements. The dimensions are used to
image the scale and size of the resting areas.
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ALLEY

DN

Level Two:
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Design
Center
Level 3: 32’

8’

Illustration
Building

Design
Center

Illustration
Building
Level 3: 28’ 2 3/4”

39”

67
67

66

Transparent
Glass

Frosted
Glass

Frosted
Glass

Transparent
Glass

Drywall

STAIRCASE

Addition: 3’0”

UP
Level Two: 0’ 0”
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68

70
5’

10
6’
Museum

Memorial
Hall

Transparent
Glass

Handle
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Tile

FLETCHER

DN

UP
UP

73

72

82' - 2"
5’
Addition
78' - 2"

Fletcher

Level 6
68' - 6"

Colored
Glass
Ceiling
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75
75

BEB

DN

UP

DN
RAMP
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SINK

Level 1
2' - 0"

43”

43”

2’

BEB

6’5”

Basement
-10' - 0"
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Drywall

Perforated
Brick

The main wall is combined with three
layers and the brick walls are perforated
to bring in the light
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